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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Eighty-Ninth Day: Sunday, April 1, 2018 
Post Time: 12:00 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 912*-267-177-139—29%W, 64%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #2 Mahvelous Kitten (9th race)—5-2 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #4 Orbed (10th race)—4-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#1)BRIGHT VENEZUELAN: Good late kick in last 2; ground-saving trip  
(#9)RAHY MOMENTA: Carves out pace from 9-hole; likes to spit the bit 
(#3)JUBILANT: Encountered traffic in lone prior turf start; blinks go “on” 
(#7)COPAN: Class drop is the biggest attraction; hints of green in pedigree 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-9-3-7 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#4)STARSHIP HOSTILITY: Tough starts in last two outings; Irad stays put  
(#7)ASIAN MOONLADY: Never been off the board for new outfit; likes GP 
(#1)BEAUTYOFADAY: Scraped paint en route to a money finish last time 
(#3)INDIAN CHASER: Has things her own way on front-end; last a puzzler 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-7-1-3 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#7)ASKED AND ANSWERED: Bay is the speed of the speed; wire job play  
(#8)PARTICULARITY: Route-to-sprint play is on the money; 8-1 on M.L. 
(#1)COPPER VESSEL: At best going 5F on the weeds; good fit for $20,000 
(#3)GIOVANNA PONTI: Two-pronged drop for new barn off lengthy hiatus 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-8-1-3 
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RACE FOUR 
(#3)KING HUMOR: Like that he got rest off big maiden win; speed of speed  
(#6)FLYING LIBERTY: Has solid sprint form; bred top, bottom to love dirt 
(#4)SHOW ME THE BUCKS: Gutsy win on debut; gets favorable pace setup 
(#1)REED KAN: Versatile colt is quick and gets the rail; stays six-furlongs? 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-6-4-1 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#10)BLAKE’S LUCKY STAR: Big drop; Romans wins with these types  
(#4)BARROOMBOUNCER: Got late off the shelf in last; will be tighter here 
(#1)AS IT HAPPENS: Tends to lack a decisive kick; cuts back a sixteenth 
(#8)DISRUPTOR: Chestnut has never been in this cheap; blinkers back “on” 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-4-1-8 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#4)AQUEMINI: Wide trip, post hurt in last start; placed in 10-of-12 on turf  
(#2)LANTIZ: Shuffled back, ran on in last; at her best on grass at a 8F trip 
(#6)O. K. KAY: Neck off next-out winner in last off shelf—honest late kick 
(#5)LAMONTAGNE: Barn fires at a 40% clip off claim; capable for a quarter 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-2-6-5 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#1)FORTY FATHOMS: Massive class drop, exits a salty heat; saves ground 
(#12)MAJESTIC DESTINY: Improved on the grass, back to dirt here; drops 
(#8)FLASHY TRIAL: He faced tougher stock on debut; blinkers “on” noted 
(#9)SHACKLESON: Served up at Tampa last time; drop a plus, gets in light 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-12-8-9 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#3)BOW TIE AFFAIR: Outfit hits at 40% clip off claim; right back for $16K  
(#5)MEGEVE: 2nd behind a hard-knocker in last race; Walder off the claim 
(#1)RAY’S THE BAR(GB): Swallowed-up at eighth-pole last time; cuts back 
(#4)THE BULL(AUS): Barn is effective off the claim; like blinkers “off” play 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-5-1-4 
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RACE NINE 
(#2)MAHVELOUS KITTEN: Retained sharp form while ascending in class 
(#6)CLOSE THE DEAL: Huge try in first crack vs. winners; improves today 
(#3)FOUR K’S: Brutal trip costly last time; useful turf form, gets Irad Ortiz 
(#1)NIKKI’S CAUSE: Both wins at the tilt vs. lesser stock; at best at 8F trip 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-6-3-1 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#4)ORBED: Love the cutback to a one-turn mile; razor sharp work tab 
(#3)SLOT: Likely chalk loves place money; blinkers “off” the answer? 
(#2)LOCOMOTION: One-turn mile in his wheelhouse; “bullet” in holster 
(#1)FITZWILLIE: Cost $550K, dam graded stakes winner; barn won 4 Sat. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-3-2-1 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#1)BOLD DADDY: Handy fellow is 2-for-2 on the GP weeds; third off shelf  
(#9)WHAT POWER: Nine-hole a concern, a tick cheap; in fine fettle in 2018 
(#3)LITTLE NO WAY: 2 lengths and change off top choice in last; 8-1 M.L. 
(#2)FLASHY CHELSEY: Grinded out a win on stout drop in last; steps up 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-9-3-2 
 
 
RACE TWELVE 
(#14)MAURAS FORVER: In snug for a $20,000 tag; Irad Ortiz in boot  
(#12)VIOLENT NATURE: She has never been in this cheap; 7.5F suits 
(#10)ALEXANDRAS JOY: She fits on this level; has placed in 5-of-7 starts 
(#7)LEDECKY: Has improved markedly on the grass; has company early 
 
SELECTIONS: 14-12-10-7 
 
 
* Selections not posted: Friday, January 26—Sunday, January 28, 
Saturday, February 3, and Saturday, February 17, 2018 
 
 
 
 
 


